
2012 SurfGuitar101.com MP3 
Compilation
Every year the members of SurfGuitar101.com put together a MP3 compilation as a way to 
share our passion for surf music, to trade recording tips, and most of all just to have fun. The 
members represent all skill levels from novice bedroom players to professional musicians in 
gigging bands. The one thing in common is our love for instrumental surf music and related 
genres. For more information, check out surfguitar101.com.
 
These music tracks are being released under the Creative Commons (Attribution, Non-
Commercial, No-Derivatives) License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
 
Here are the liner notes for our 2012 compilation, our eighth one!

01 - Tim Oestmann "Barrel Wave"
Uploaded by oestmann.
'Barrel Wave' recorded in my front room with visions of good ol' time surf flowing through my 
head. (today dedicated to Eddie Bertrand and friends who began the great surf sound)

02 - North of Malibu "Twilight At Rincon"
Uploaded by kenposurf.
After a day and a half of final tracking for Greeting's Surflings we should have been wiped out 
but the energy was still flowing so we kept the "tape" rolling and recorded some of our favorite 
songs to do live.
This one by the great band The Volcano's is always a crowd pleaser. Our humble version is 
posted here with a lot of respect for that killer band.

03 - Jeff Senn/Crazy Aces "Surfin Simon"
Uploaded by CrazyAces.
This is an early track that predates the actual Crazy Aces band by a few years. A fun song I 
wrote and recorded in my old, tiny, home office that has, other than a few live performances, sat 
unused and unheard. '67 Tele and a '66 Super Reverb on this one.

04 - The TakeOffs "Heroin's"
Uploaded by Ron-Rhoades.
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Named after a snappy little "A" frame wave on the South Shore of Kauai, Hawaii. Performed 
and recorded at Koloa Dub Lab for all my SG101 pals.

 

05 - Jimmy "Adios Mi Amigos"
Uploaded by Jimmy.
Surf ballad for the friends i lost.

06 - The Royal Aces "La Tormenta"
Uploaded by fenderfan.
An original, by Denver's Royal Aces (Jesse Carraway on drums, Kevin Phillips on bass, John 
Ragan on guitar).

07 - Mile High Tide "To The Island (And Back)"
Uploaded by subdigit6.
Jeff L (subdigit6) and Chérie L (MileHighSurfer) from Denver, Co

08 - Man from Ravcon "Bounce!"
Uploaded by ravcon.
I'm glad to find a home for this unused tune from sessions for my latest CD, The Traveler, here 
on the SG101 2012 Comp. More instro than surf(as usual)... hope it's not too far off track. It 
features my favorite acquisition from 2011, my AVRI Jaguar. Thanks for the great site, and 
wonderful opportunity Brian!

09 - The Surfside IV "Ginchy"
Uploaded by LHR.
Unreleased Surfside IV studio version of the 1961 Bert Weedon tune Ginchy. This one was 
made more popular by The Ventures and, in fact, it is their arrangement we cop shamelessly. 
Mr. Weedon passed away in April of this year, so this tune seemed a fitting tribute. (Trey - 
first guitar, Nate - second guitar, Nick - bass, Scott - drums; recorded at 513 Analog Studios; 
produced by James Miles; mastered by Gary Hobish.)

10 - Aloha Sluts "Intoxicator"
Uploaded by arny.
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Inspired by the guitar riff of Intoxica by the Revels (actually the Apemen version of this song). 
Reshaped it in a blues in E with a weird bridge part. Recorded on a Korg D888 8-track with sure 
sm 57 and senheiser 609 microphones in front of a Twin Reverb & Blues Jr. 
(Arny Cheatos - Fender Jaguar & Gretsch Electromatic, Axl Roadkill - Squier Jaguar bass & 
samples, Boss Dr Rythm 880). Hope y'all like it!

11 - Rock-a-Rockets "Terror in Culiacán Beach"
Uploaded by Rockarockets.
song name: Terror in Culiacán Beach
band name: Rock-a-Rockets
facebook.com/rockarockets
youtube.com/rockarockets
soundcloud.com/rock-a-rockets

12 - Jeff Leites "Surfin' And Spyin'"
Uploaded by JeffLeites.
This is my cover of the early '80s tune Surfin' And Spyin', originally performed by the Go-Go's, 
and also made popular by the Ventures.
I generated the drums and bass with Band In A Box. Everything else you hear was recorded 
by me. I used a variety of techniques and effects, including using a 12-string guitar though a 
flanger, compressor, and delay pedals. The second half lead includes a clean track, plus 3 fuzz 
tracks, using a Mosrite Fuzzrite and a Vox Valvetone in various combinations. It sounds pretty 
cool, if I say so myself  Recording and Mixing was done was Audacity.

13 - Rotnroby "Sea of Cortez"
Uploaded by Stokemon.
This is a Rotnroby original from 2010 before we hooked up. Had some great times playing this 
little gem together. But this is the version Robby put together in his home studio. Please enjoy 
and all credit goes to Mr. Rob Fair!

14 - GulfofBrass "Mexican Ice Truck ~Or~ Top Secret 
Missions with Groovy GoGo Girl"
Uploaded by GulfofBrass.
A dance craze that's happening somewhere in the streets of a bustling Mexican city, or with a 
bunch of girls dancing in birdcages... either way... some ice would be nice.

15 - Reverb Ranch "Deep Black Sea"
Uploaded by revhank.
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The debut recording of the baritone guitar/trap kit duo (Reverb Ranch) featuring Rev Hank.

16 - The Probes "Run - Don't Walk"
Uploaded by woodz-dog.
The Probes sre:
Keith D - Guitars
Buddy F - Bass
Alesis SR-16 - Drums
Recorded on a 4 track TASCAM Porta 1

17 - The Grease Monkeys "Buick Nailhead"
Uploaded by caddady.
Live in the greasepit with one condenser mic. The Grease Monkeys are from Youngstown, 
Ohio.

18 - Men of Mystery "Kon Tiki"
Uploaded by BillyBlastOff.
Our version of the Shadow's tune "Kon Tiki" by Men Of Mystery.
Abdel Khineche: Lead Guitar
Billy Scanlan: Acoustic Guitar
Rob Woolsey: Bass Guitar
Marty Tippens: Drums

19 - The Insanitizers "Waterboard Surfing - Live"
Uploaded by Squid.
Here is a live original "Waterboard Surfing" instrumental. Conrad & Michael on guitars, Ralf on 
bass, Don percussing. The song portrays flooding and questioning alternating. A later version 
("Whimsical Surf Version 2" CD) has some different riffs. In late 2012 or early 2013 the comic 
vocal will arrive on a new CD with 18 instrumentals. The lyrics advice, "Torture is not the same, 
It's just a kind of game..." Song and lyrics c. Conrad Swartz 2012 but you may freely distribute 
this particular version with attribution.

 

 

20 - The Surf Squad - "Runaway"



Uploaded by hlieboff59.
To make a long story short, my friends and I use to have a band from 1979 to 1988 called The 
Bomb Squad and stopped when we all got married. In 2009 and 21 years later, we started 
jamming again and slowly I turned them onto surf music. Everytime we jam, I introduce even 
more surf songs to play. We play other music too, like Beatles and 60's to keep it interesting. 
When we play surf songs, I like to call ourselves "The Surf Squad." Using my son's Sony digital 
recorder, this is our 2nd time playing The Ventures version of Del Shannon's "Runaway." Enjoy. 
HL

21 - Cutback "The Liquidator"
Uploaded by Surfgitar.
LIVE! from the Mai Kai on 11/9/12, this song is our take from a band out of Boston, Seks 
Bamba. ENJOY!!

22 - Twang Twisters "Windsurfing Ride"
Uploaded by surfgtrnut.
From the from the now retired Twang Twisters. Recorded at Bearswamp Studio with the help of 
Kenny Balinger.

23 - Danny Snyder "Rack 'Em Up!"
Uploaded by DannySnyder.
Originally conceived as an addition to the upcoming Frankie and the Poolboys album (which 
early on was considered to be billiards themed - get it? Poolboys  ). It didn't make the cut for 
the album but it has worked it's way in to the current TomorrowMen set (sans keyboards) and 
has become somewhat of a favorite for us. A simple, straightforward surf type song, a rarity for 
us, haha. Enjoy...

 

 

 

24 - The Psychonauts "Three Blue Stars"
Uploaded by psychonaut.



I decided on doing an Eleki classic this year. This is a side project I did when I was bored while 
the Coffin Daggers were on break. I'm playing all the instruments except the drums which were 
played by Andy Nelson.
Guitars: Mosrite Ventures model (lead), CIJ Fender Jazzmaster (rhythm), Hofner Beatle bass 
(Bass)
Organ: UK Vox Continental
Drums: 60's Slingerland
Amps: 1953 Fender Deluxe (lead and rhythm) and RI Fender reverb tank, Fender Twin Reverb 
RI (Organ)
Recorded on a Tascam 38 8 track, and mixed to an Ampex 440 2 track through a 1973 Allen & 
Heath 16x8x2 mixing desk.
Mics by Oktava, AKG, Shure, and Apex.
Recorded in glorious MONO!

25 - The Quiet Surfers "The Lonely Guitarist"
Uploaded by PolloGuitar.
The Quiet Surfers are a surf music lovin' acoustic guitar duo featuring Danny Snyder and 
Ferenc Dobronyi. "The Lonely Guitarist" is a Richie Podolor composition.

26 - Gimlet "The Astronaut From Narrabeen"
Uploaded by Gimlet.
Inspired by a few of the classics like The Lonely Surfer and Wedding Cake Island, the tune was 
inspired by a very starry night over Narrabeen beach in Sydney...
The tune was recorded with a mixture of live guitars (all Strats) and digital elements, and a 
trusty AC30CC2 and lots of tape echo from an old Roland Space Echo
Hope you like it! cheers Gimlet

27 - The Retronauts "Besa Mi Mucho"
Uploaded by Rob_J.
Here is "The Retronauts" interpretation of "Besa Mi Mucho" as it was done by The Ventures. 
We added a second chorus to stretch the song out a bit. This is such a fun song to play and it 
always gets a good reaction when played live.

 

28 - AGENT TWANG! "Out At The Track"
Uploaded by WinstonTexas.
A tune inspired by a day out at the um...track. There was surfing 10 miles east but we never 
made it past the bookies.



Featuring: Winston Texas - Guitar
Pat Good - Drums
Pat Bad - Baritone guitar
Eddie Fiveways - Bass

29 - Ozboomer "Endless Bull"
Uploaded by ozboomer.
Here's my first submission to SG-101 (or, to ANYWHERE, for that matter).
Obviously, inspired by the "Theme from The Endless Summer" and "The Lonely Bull", I've 
recorded each part of this short tune in one take on a BOSS BR-80 digital recorder, using my 
Vintage Modified Jazzmaster. I then transferred the tracks to SONAR X1 LE for mixdown.
Whilst not up to the level of most submissions here, after 2 other abortive attempts, I was 
determined to get something into this year's compilation... and hopefully, it will encourage some 
others to simply "have a go" 

30 - norcalhodad "California Gothic"
Uploaded by norcalhodad.
Iron-Fisted Horror and Seashore Romance clash in this Lo-Fi, toxically hybridized Deathrock/
Biker-Fuzz/Surf instrumental composition. That's the multi-talented Mr. Jones of the Space 
Agency banging on the drums in Brighton, U.K., whilst the guitar/bass tracks were recorded in 
California, U.S.A.

 

 

 

 

31 - togergo "Flow - unfinished demo"
Uploaded by togergo.
Hi everyone! This little number (original composition) is a homemade demo, it's not a public 
version, but I really like to be the part of something like this, so.. I want to upload something.
I had got a band, but I left them 1 - 1.5 years ago, so it's not so fresh, and not perfect, it's just a 
demo for the bandmates (who never played it  ).



I used a cheap J&D jazzmaster, a cort acoustic, a no-name bass, an emu0404 soundcard, and 
reason (drums/keys).
I've never played with this whammy bar technique before that, so.. there are some mistakes  
but! I think it has the surf mood, and i hope you'll like it.
Flow is not just 'flowing' here, it's my wife's nickname (from her name 'Flóra') so this song is 
dedicated to her 

32 - The Surge! "El Jaguar"
Uploaded by eddiekatcher.
This track is a prime example of just why you can't leave Mako, Link and Eddie unsupervised 
down in the "kartwerx" with an ADAT machine. The truth is that this wasn't even intended to 
be the 2012 SG101 submission. It started out as a bare bones rough demo of something Ed 
had been picking around with on his Jaguar. Needing to name it so he could remember how it 
went, it became "the jaguar." Then Link got wind of it and he started bugging Ed to throw some 
mics up over the drum set (which actually had not even been set up since the Lilburn Endless 
Summer event), and fire up an ADAT machine (always a risky move). Surge! newbie, Mako 
Tomato wasn't about to be left out of this either and before long, Ed's basement "studio" began 
to look like a plate of black spaghetti, wires and bedlam everywhere (SOP).
No, Ed didn't use the Jaguar, he went with the Sunburst AVRI Jazzmaster that followed him 
home from the last California outing. Mako used his candy apple red MIJ Jazzmaster with 
matching headstock. Ed played bass using his trusty Squier P-Bass . All guitar and bass tracks 
were recorded using the same 62 Showman head and the 2-12 cab with EV-12L's. One other 
thing is that Ed really ought to at least learn the songs he writes before the tries to record 
them............nah. Oh yeah one more thing........."here kitty, kitty kitty."

33 - The Breakaways "Road Trip"
Uploaded by Breakaways.
Tires Squeal when rubber hits the road on this surf instrumental by the Breakaways. Be ready 
to buckle up and enjoy the ride! The Breakaways Present the song "Road Trip" to the 2012 
SurfGuitar101 web page compilation.

34 - RoarShark "Spy Surfer"
Uploaded by Guy_Incognito.
This track was written by our friend Pete Mugnolo. Recorded in our little practice space 
and mixed by our friend Rhys Babich. Okay, now that the credits are out of the way, We're 
RoarShark from Rochester, NY. We got together in 2010. For all of us, it was our first foray 
into being in a band. This is our second entry to the SG101 compilation, our first being in 
2011 and we're thrilled to be submitting again. Check out our reverbnation page at http://
www.roarshark.com for some of our other recordings. Enjoy!
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